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Complete care
 Feel what light can do for your staff and patients



Angiographic, Asklepios Clinic, Barmbek
Hamburg, Germany

Feel what light can do for 
your staff and patients
At Philips, people’s needs are the starting point for our innovative solutions. In healthcare 
environments that means focussing on the physical and emotional comfort of patients, staff well-being 
and motivation, visitor hospitality and the many business challenges facing hospital management. By 
combining state-of-the-art technology with our people-centric approach, we can balance everyone’s 
lighting needs and transform the entire hospital experience for patients and healthcare professionals. 
Enhancing hospital life with the power of light.

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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People-centric healing
The well-being of people in healthcare environments 
is influenced a great deal by lighting. Not only does 
light affect our visual performance, it also influences us 
emotionally and biologically, raising our energy levels, 
helping concentration and lifting our mood. But the 
lighting needs of patients and medical professionals are 
very different. It is only by balancing all three aspects 
that you can provide an optimal lighting solution for each 
environment. For patients that means creating calm and 
relaxing atmosphere that they can personalise to suit their 
mood. In examination environments the lighting should 
be bright and functional, aiding diagnosis and helping 
professionals to perform more effectively.

Feel comfortable
Patients need to relax in a calming environment that makes them feel at ease, 
much like their own homes.

Light that comforts and calms
People who have to stay in hospital often feel anxious. 
Medical procedures can frighten them, making 
examinations difficult and time-consuming. Using 
colourful, dynamic light and soft ambiences can make the 
environment seem far less clinical and more human. As 
the lighting comforts and calms the patient, medical staff 
are able to make a better diagnosis more quickly and often 
with less sedation. And the more relaxed the patient, the 
better the quality and efficiency of their treatment. So 
you can enhance the reputation of your hospital as a truly 
people-centric healing environment.

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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Visual light Emotional light

Biological light

Feel better in a healing environment
HealWell is a new total lighting concept for patient rooms. 
Developed specifically to contribute to people’s visual, 
emotional and biological response to light. It creates a 
unique environment that supports patient well-being and 
improves the hospital experience.

The natural power of light
HealWell is a patient room lighting system that is 
designed around the needs of patients, medical staff 
and hospital management. Dynamic light, which mimics 
the varying light of natural daylight, is combined with 
personalised, controllable light settings. HealWell creates 
an environment in which patients feel better. At the same 
time, it provides medical staff with good lighting conditions 
for examinations or emergencies. Recent research has 
shown that light can have many beneficial effects on 
healing environments. Not only does it improve the 
ambience in patient rooms, but also their satisfaction and 
well-being.

Day - before Day - after

Night - afterNight - before

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting

HealWell Lighting concept
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Environmentally friendly innovations
Eco-Design has formed the cornerstone of Philips Lighting 
product design since the launch of the first energy-
saving compact fluorescent lamp in 1980. Now we are 
the industry leader in energy-efficient lighting with, 
for example, our state-of-the-art MASTER TL5 lamps, 
MASTER TL-D Eco lamps, LED light sources, electronic 
gear, high-efficiency optics and energy-saving lighting 
controls.

Feel responsible
Getting what you need doesn’t have to mean wasting resources. It’s why we’re 
passionate about energy sources that don’t deplete our planet’s limited reserves.

Ahead of legislation
Our solutions are ahead of legislation set by governmental 
authorities. Our energy-efficient products cut energy 
costs and at the same time reduce greenhouse gases 
(expressed in CO2 ). This is addressed, for example, in 
the Building Directive and the legislation on Energy using 
Products (EuP). Moreover, going beyond the European 
legislation on the Restriction on Hazardous Substances 
(RoHS), we are setting the pace in mercury reduction 
to ensure a safer environment. Finally, longer-lasting and 
lifetime-reliable products reduce the cost associated with 
the take-back legislation Waste of Electrical and Electronic 
Equipment (WEEE). These products enable the reduction 
of waste and, at the same time, reduce maintenance and 
end-of-life costs. Over the coming years, the sustainability 
imperative will increasingly affect every area of the 
healthcare facility. We are committed to driving the 
sustainability process forward, in order to help secure a 
greener future for all.

Indoor 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Clear Incandescent lamps 15W, 25W, 40W Permitted Discontinuation of all inefficient lamps

Clear Incandescent lamps 60W Permitted Discontinuation of all inefficient lamps

Clear Incandescent lamps 75W, 100W Discontinuation of all inefficient lamps

Frosted Incandescent lamps Discontinuation of all inefficient lamps

TL-D Standard lamps (/33, /54) Discontinuation of all inefficient lamps

T12 lamps Permitted Discontinuation of all inefficient lamps

Outdoor 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Sodium vapour lamps Permitted Discontinuation of inefficient sodium vapour lamps

Sodium vapour replacement lamps Permitted Discontinuation of all sodium vapour 
replacement lamps

Mercury vapour lamps Permitted Discontinuation of all mercury 
vapour lamps

Metal halogen vapour lamps
Permitted Discontinuation of inefficient metal halide vapour lamps

Permitted Discontinuation of all 
inefficient lamps

Permitted Note: all wattages are indicative only. The deciding factor is the light output (lumen).

Discontinuation Lamps may no longer be offered for sale. All existing stocks may be used up.

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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01. Façades

02. Entrance and shops

03. Corridors 04. Waiting rooms

07. Intensive care and 
operating theatres

08. Patient rooms

09. Hospital offices10. Outdoor areas and parking

06. Imaging rooms05. Examination rooms

Complete Care overview
Our hospital solutions can add value in many different ways throughout your hospital. In 
patient rooms and public areas, indoors and outdoors. On the following pages you will find 
examples for ten typical areas of a hospital.  The products shown are only a small selection of 
what is available for that particular application.
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www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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The patient as customer
More and more patients are deciding for 
themselves which hospital to go to. Their 
choice is based on a variety of factors. They 
usually follow the advice given to them by 
their own doctor. However, since it can be 
difficult for a patient to evaluate the medical 
quality of a hospital, the general image and 
reputation of the facility and factors like 
service, atmosphere and accessibility will play 
an increasingly important role.

DecoFlood
iColor Graze

eW Burst 
Powercore

01. Feel confident
Façades
Lighting can help to communicate the hospital’s healthcare mission to the outside world and at 
the same time can increase its operating efficiency. Architectural outdoor lighting, for example, 
can turn the building into a prominent landmark, a living symbol of care and hospitality.

LED lighting offers unprecedented design 
freedom in terms of colour, dynamics, 
miniaturisation, architectural integration and 
energy efficiency. It is opening up possibilities 
we could previously only dream of, for 
example in image building and ambience 
creation.

ColorReach 
Powercore

Façades solution

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting product overview, page 70
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Swiss Medical Group
The Swiss Medical Group is one of the leading private healthcare 
organisations in Argentina. The ulta-modern centre in Buenos Aires 
needed to be equipped with energy-saving lighting solutions that 
minimise the maintenance costs. The high-tech LUXEON® LEDs 
combine energy-saving lighting with maximum visual impact and 
ensure that the hospital is a symbol for care and hospitality.

Buenos Aires, Argentina

Product solutions:
LUXEON® LEDs

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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Entrance halls generally consist of four distinct 
zones – the entrance area, the reception 
desk, the waiting area and the area that 
leads people into the rest of the building. 
The entrance hall almost always connects 
to a restaurant and a shop. Attraction 
and guidance are the main priorities here. 
The reception desk in particular is a multi-
purpose area in which many different tasks 
are performed, including reading, writing, 
computer work and, most importantly, 
communication.

Entrance and shops 
solution

Celino LED

DayZone

DaySign (ceiling) DayWave

San José Hospital
Spain 

02. Feel welcome
Entrance and shops
First impressions count. Here’s the perfect opportunity to create a great first impression with a 
welcoming ambience.  Attractive lighting in the entrance area can make a hospital seem more 
welcoming.  A harmonious lighting atmosphere makes people less apprehensive, inspires confidence 
and makes the surroundings look inviting. What’s more, patients and visitors are less likely to feel 
intimidated if they can find their way around easily.

The reception desk also needs to be the eye-
catcher in the space, so that visitors will be 
drawn to it straight away.

Combining functional and decorative 
solutions, the right choice of lighting in the 
entrance hall immediately reinforces the 
hospital’s identity. Uniform general lighting 
helps convey a sense of security, while LED-
based luminaires are an ideal option for 
guidance and orientation.

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting product overview, page 71
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Asklepios Clinic
The Asklepios Clinics was designed and built under the motto 
“Make patient care the central point”. The clinics are engaged 
in different areas of healthcare including disease prevention and 
healthy living. That also includes a healthy environment! With 
lighting needed in the clinics 24/7, it made sense to switch to 
MASTER TL-D Eco lamps. The hospital now benefits from huge 
energy savings including 150 tons of CO2 per year and more than 
€25,000 in energy costs. 

Hamburg, Germany

Product solutions:
MASTER TL-D Eco

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting

save
up to

23%
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Rigshospitalet Radiotherapy Clinic
Denmark’s national hospital extended its radiotherapy facilities in 
2008 with a 4,000 m2 extension. Most of the new area is below 
ground with limited access to natural daylight, which is not ideal for 
the 90 staff who work there and the 250 patients who visit it every 
day. The lack of variation in light intensity and colour was solved 
by switching to our Dynamic Lighting solutions. It creates a better 
atmosphere that makes staff and patients feel positive, energetic 
and far more comfortable.

Copenhagen, Denmark
Lighting designer: Anne Marie Lund (Philips Lighting)

Product solutions:
Savio, Celino, Dynamic Lighting

“In the beginning the new light almost seemed to 
be too bright and strong. But after a week we 
got used to it, and today we see it as something 
pleasant and nice that everyone can feel. “
Head Nurse Kirsten Amsinck, Radiotherapy, Rigshospitalet

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting

Dynamic solution in the morning Dynamic solution in the afternoon
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Coordinated lighting levels
The lighting in corridors and other circulation 
areas should be coordinated with the lighting 
in the adjacent rooms to avoid differences in 
illuminance when a person passes from one 
area to another. 

Corridors solution

LuxSpace

StyliD

03. Feel connected
Corridors
Corridors and circulation areas link the different areas of the hospital, 
which is often open 24 hours a day. People prefer to enter a brightly 
illuminated corridor than a dark one, so specific lighting is needed to 
optimise guidance, particularly for first time visitors. However, patients 
who are wheeled along the corridor on trolleys must be taken into 
consideration as high levels of brightness can be extremely uncomfortable 
when they are looking upwards. In public corridors where patients are not 
transferred, the lighting should focus on guidance and ambience.

Nuestra Señora de Fátima hospital
Vigo, Spain

SmartForm LED

iColor Cove

This often means that provision must be made 
to reduce the illuminance in the corridor at 
night. In cases where the corridor does not 
receive sufficient natural daylight during the 
day, the artificial light in the corridors should 
facilitate visual adaptation by providing a fairly 
high illuminance on the wall opposite the 
doors of the rooms.

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting product overview, page 71
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DiVoCare
DiVoCare in Munich is one of the most advanced radiology and 
healthcare centres in Europe and has been equipped with state-of-
the-art medical and lighting technology from Philips. They wanted 
to use light to put patients at ease. People deal with anxiety in 
different ways, so the lighting had to be geared to the needs of 
the patients – as well as the medical personnel – in a flexible 
manner. The AmbiScene installation creates a pleasant, adaptable 
atmosphere that enhances patients’ sense of well-being.

Munich, Germany
Lighting designer: Lighting application team, Philips Lighting

Product solutions:
AmbiScene, Strato lighting panels, LEDline2

“The design of our lighting helps to 
improve patients’ sense of well-
being and trust during examinations. 
It makes the medical environment 
seem less intimidating, which in turn 
makes the patients feel calmer and 
more relaxed.”
Dr Christa Hutterer, DiVoCare

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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Fanø Health Centre
Fanø Municipality’s 3,100 m2 health centre houses all the island’s 
healthcare activities, including its general practitioners, services 
such as rehabilitation and the Centre for Maritime Healthcare 
Training. The municipality chose to convert all lighting in the 
healthcare centre to LED lighting to be as energy-efficient as 
possible, making it the first Northern European public building with 
100% LED lighting.

Nordby, Fanø, Denmark
Lighting designer: Mads Bagger and Philip Thøgersen

Product solutions: 
LuxSpace downlight, Dynamic LuxSpace downlight, OccuPlus, ColourChaser 
Touch light control, Park-LED lamp, CitySwan wall-mounted luminaire 

“Fanø will make a difference and we 
are therefore thinking and acting 
sustainably in every area.”
Municipal Chief Executive, Lars H. Olsen, Fanø Municipality

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting

save
up to

70%
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“We have achieved our objective of creating a pleasant 
atmosphere for our patients and therapists with that 
personal touch. The effect light has on people should 
not be underestimated, which is why I’m convinced 
that using lighting in the right way can have a beneficial 
therapeutic effect.”
Manfred Rönfeldt, Technical Director, Psychiatrie Oberhausen

Klinik für Psychiatrie, 
Psychotherapie und Psychosomatik
A new Psychiatry, Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics Clinic 
enabled Oberhausen to extend its facilities by 160 patient rooms 
plus treatment and consulting rooms and administrative offices. 
The clinic wanted to banish the image of scary, uninviting psychiatric 
hospitals and create a modern atmosphere to reassure patients 
they are in good hands and will be well looked after. Patients
feel at home in the clinic and therapists can easily adjust the light to 
assist consultations, treatment and therapies.

Oberhausen, Germany

Product solutions:
Savio with “Personal Light“, Rotaris, Fugato, Arano

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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Potential for more
In many cases, the waiting room could offer 
patients and visitors a far more pleasant 
experience. As well as basic facilities like 
chairs, books and magazines, there could 
be a visitor’s desk where they can borrow 
radio headphones, MP3 players, audio books 
or video games. There could also be a TV 
area with individual sets and headphones to 
entertain without disturbing others, or tables 
where visitors can plug in laptops.

Waiting rooms solution

eW Fuse Powercore DaySign (wall) 

04. Feel relaxed
Waiting rooms
There’s no better place to start with ambient lighting than the waiting room. It sets 
the tone for the entire hospital. In the waiting area of an outpatient department, 
where people may be tense, anxious or in pain, a soft homely atmosphere has a 
welcoming, calming effect, while the impression of hygiene and cleanness fosters a 
sense of trust.

Designed to relax
Lighting solutions for waiting rooms should be 
designed for the people who will experience 
them. A homely ambience will have a settling 
effect; dimmable wall lighting and table 
luminaires will radiate a relaxing, domestic 
ambience. Create a positive feel with indirect 
lighting in warm white light, illuminating each 
area in the room differently. Dynamic lighting 
will foster a sense of well-being and connect 
people to the outside world.

Rotaris

Dynalite controls 
(Push buttons)

Nuestra Señora de Fátima hospital
Vigo, Spain

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting product overview, page 71
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www.philips.com/healthcarelighting

DiVoCare
DiVoCare in Munich is one of the most advanced radiology and 
healthcare centres in Europe and has been equipped with state-of-
the-art medical and lighting technology from Philips. They wanted 
to use light to put patients at ease. People deal with anxiety in 
different ways, so the lighting had to be geared to the needs of 
the patients – as well as the medical personnel – in a flexible 
manner. The AmbiScene installation creates a pleasant, adaptable 
atmosphere that enhances patients’ sense of well-being.

Munich, Germany

Product solutions:
AmbiScene, Strato lighting panels, LEDline2

Complete Care32 Complete Care 33



www.philips.com/healthcarelighting product overview, page 72

Improving examinations
Design can be used to create an even more 
reassuring environment, improving the way 
patients feel during examinations. Ambient 
Experience is a Philips Healthcare solution 
for people-centric healthcare facilities. It 
integrates architectural elements, interior 
design and light and sound technologies to 
create an holistic, multi-sensory experience 
that helps patients to remain calm and 
relaxed. 

Examination rooms
solution

TBS424 cleanroom

SmartForm

Derungs examination 
light BGS600

05. Feel cared for
Examination rooms
To help people to feel more at ease it should be possible to switch the lighting to 
different presets that create a variety of atmospheres, using light to suit the relevant 
medical procedures. Before and after the treatment the general lighting can be 
switched to a soothing and reassuring warm light. This allows the staff to make a 
proper diagnosis without distracting the patient or making them feel uncomfortable.

Planmeca
Helsinki, Finland

Medical professionals will benefit from our 
high performance examination lighting too. 
Solutions like DuraCare provide illumination 
and light intensity regulation with easy 5-step 
dimming. Optimal light colour and exact 
colour rendering assist in examinations 
and diagnosis, helping staff perform more 
efficiently. So you can differentiate your 
hospital with a healthcare environment that 
truly puts patients and staff first.

ToBeTouched

Complete Care34 Complete Care 35



www.philips.com/healthcarelighting

“We chose a modern solution, which will be stylish 
and-up-to-date for several years. The large illuminated 
surfaces correspond to our wishes.”
Jussi Ylisaari, After Sales Manager, Planmeca 

Planmeca
Planmeca Ltd designs, manufactures and markets high-tech dental 
products such as X-ray equipment and digital imaging software. 
The company’s exhibition space was renovated to include a flexible 
and dynamic lighting solution that could be controlled effortlessly 
from three touch screens to showcase Planmeca’s products. Stylish, 
light transparent panels in the walls and ceilings hide the solution 
from visiting clients and the LEDs can also be dimmed to save on 
energy use.

Helsinki, Finland

Product solutions:
eW Graze Powercore, ColorGraze Powercore, LuxSpace compact, StyliD 
compact, Pentura TL5

Complete Care36 Complete Care 37



“The AmbiScene lighting system has 
definitely con tributed to the overall 
improvement in patient experience. 
This in turn leads to improving 
throughput time at the Cancer Unit.”
David Corrigan, Paul Moy Associates, consultants for the Trust 

Leighton Hospital
Leighton Hospital installed AmbiScene within its pioneering 
Macmillan Cancer Unit. Every care was taken to ensure the well-
being, comfort and convenience of patients in this flagship centre. 
The AmbiScene concept is particularly effective in creating a 
calming ambience. The space is colourful, dynamic and fun, a far 
cry from the sterile environments traditionally associated with 
healthcare centres. Patients also feel less stressed, reducing the 
time needed to settle them when examinations are needed.

Crewe, UK

Product solutions:
AmbiScene, Savio, LED luminaires

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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www.philips.com/healthcarelighting product overview, page 71

Ambient experience
Scanning procedures can often make patients 
feel anxious and intimidated, unsure of 
what will happen next. They may not have 
visual contact with clinical staff during some 
procedures; at the same time, they are also 
separated from their loved ones, resulting in 
feelings of isolation. Some examination can 
be time-consuming and contribute to long 
waiting times, resulting in stress for staff and 
patients alike.

Imaging rooms
solution

iColor Cove  

06. Feel calm and 
comfortable

Imaging rooms
Going to hospital is not something people usually look forward to - it’s a time when 
they feel concerned and vulnerable. Coloured lighting during examination and 
diagnosis can help them to feel more at ease and create a distraction.

Centro Medico Teknon
Barcelona, Spain

Ambient Experience is a Philips Healthcare 
solution that’s based on research into the 
values and needs of patients and medical 
staff. By integrating architectural elements, 
interior design, lighting, video projection and 
sound, it creates a completely multi-sensory 
experience; a people-centric solution that 
provides a welcome distraction to help 
patients remain calm and comfortable during 
the imaging procedure.

LuxSpace MR StyliD micro
Dynalite controls 
(touch screen)

Complete Care40 Complete Care 41



“Patients are positively surprised and this 
also instantly provides a diversion. The soft, 
pleasant light ensures that you can work 
comfortably.”
Edy Schotborgh, Head of Cardiology Division, St. Antonius Ziekenhuis

St.  Antonius Ziekenhuis
St. Antonius Hospital is a modern teaching hospital that offers 
specialised, high quality care facilities. The hospital is recognised 
nationwide for the treatment of cardiovascular disease. Using the 
AmbiScene lighting concept, the hospital has created a visually 
pleasing space in which patients are able to relax and feel less 
intimidated by clinical procedures. A solution that makes an 
important contribution to the welfare of patients and medical staff.

Nieuwegein, the Netherlands
Lighting designer: Sjef van Eggelen, Philips Lighting

Product solutions:
AmbiScene concept, Savio, LEDline, IRT8050, IRT7090 Personal light, ACX60 
DMX control panel

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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“By applying this unique lighting concept 
within the CT scanner room, patients 
overcome their fears, stress levels reduce 
and they become much more relaxed when 
undergoing their medical examination.”
Suzanne Browne, Superintendent Radiographer  

Princess Alexandra Hospital
Committed to its mission of delivering the best possible care, 
the Princess Alexandra Hospital installed the Philips AmbiScene 
concept in its CT scanner room. The coloured lighting effects 
create a more comforting atmosphere for patients and help 
to reduce anxiety levels. It also softens this typically sterile 
environment, making it a far more pleasant environment for 
Radiographers to work in. And because patients lie more calmly 
during the procedure, scans are more likely to succeed.

Harlow, UK
Lighting designer: Philips LiDAC

Product solutions:
AmbiScene concept

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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Centro Patología de la Mama-
Tejerina
The Breast Pathology Centre in Madrid created a warm and 
friendly atmosphere with colourful, dynamic light. LED luminaires 
and controls also make the solution highly energy efficient.

Madrid, Spain

Product solutions:
Wall Washer, ColourChaser Touch

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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Dedicated lighting
The appropriate conditions can be created 
using general lighting designed to permit 
three different lighting levels: indirect lighting, 
supplementary direct lighting for examinations 
and treatment, and lighting for emergencies. 
This is realised either by activating more 
luminaires or by switching on all the lamps in 
the luminaires.

Intensive care and 
operating theatres 

solution

07. Feel completely 
focussed

Intensive care and operating theatres
Surgical operations present some of the toughest challenges for physicians and 
medical personnel, particularly in terms of visual performance. Key requirements in 
an intensive care unit include rest for patients who are severely ill, constant patient 
monitoring and fast response times in the case of an emergency.

Angiographic,  Asklepios Clinic, Barmbek
Hamburg, Germany

SmartForm LEDFugato Full Metal 

MASTER TL5 Color 90TBS424 cleanroom

Intensive care
Unlike ordinary wards, the lighting systems 
used in intensive care units are generally 
separate from the complex installations 
for medical equipment. Supplementary 
observation lighting enables patients and 
medical equipment to be monitored at 
night. In rooms with observation windows, 
lighting levels need to be significantly lower 
than in the room from which the patient is 
monitored. Dimmable solutions prevent any 
reflection on the glass.

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting product overview, page 72
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Functional and comfortable light
Lighting for specific patient areas needs to 
have a number of qualities. In addition to 
functional lighting for a variety of medical 
treatments at the bedside, there needs to 
be a lighting system that creates a homely 
feel. One example is a bedside lamp that can 
be set according to personal preferences 
when the patient is reading or socialising with 
visitors.

08. Feel at home
Patient rooms
Nowhere is the impact of the advances in hospital care felt more than in the patient 
room. As room decor becomes more cosy and home-like, dazzling new technology 
is bringing the future directly to the bedside. It gives clinicians the power to monitor 
patients more carefully and gives patients more control over their own environment. 
The challenge for hospital designers is to create flexible, welcoming rooms that can 
accommodate ever-changing technology, encourage loved ones to spend more time 
with patients, and allow staff to work more efficiently.

Nuestra Señora de Fátima hospital
Vigo, Spain

StyliD

LuxSpace

Derungs reading light

The latest lighting advances mean that general 
lighting can now provide dynamic daylight 
qualities overhead. In situations where no 
natural light is available, daylight-sensing 
features can be incorporated into the system. 
Other general lighting should be concentrated 
above high traffic areas. Overall, the light 
should be soft, intuitive and easy to control 
with dimming or presets for day, night and 
emergency lighting.  

Patient rooms solution

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting product overview, page 73
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Fundación Jiménez Díaz
Jiménez Díaz Foundation is a university hospital in Madrid. To 
realise the architect’s vision of “light surfaces”, SmartForm recessed 
light beams and suspended luminaires were installed with stylish, 
rimless covers. SmartForm provides a comfortable ambience with 
good light quality and even distribution. An attractive solution with 
less glare that’s more comfortable for patients and staff.

Madrid, Spain
Architect: Jorge Sanchez

Product solutions:
SmartForm recessed and suspended lightbeams

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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Yorkshire Clinic
Yorkshire Clinic is a flagship private hospital with state-of-the-art 
equipment. LED lighting created an ambience to match, giving it 
the feel of an upmarket hotel. The light can be changed in colour, 
saturation and intensity via a simple touchpad to suit the patients’ 
mood. The solution is now an integral element in generating a 
sense of well-being and creating a calm, relaxed atmosphere. It also 
uses 25% less energy than conventional solutions and produces only 
a quarter of the CO2. 

Bingley, UK

Product solutions:
LED lighting and control system 

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting

“The LED lighting is a very creative solution 
which will help to alleviate the stressful 
emotions associated with receiving treatment 
at the centre.”
Rachel Bradbury, General Manager, Yorkshire Clinic

save
up to

25%
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“Some of our goals are to reduce energy and 
maintenance costs while improving the well-being of 
our patients, visitors and employees, transforming the 
spaces in environments more attractive and rewarding.”
José Ramón Santamaría Barreiro, Manager

Nuestra Señora de Fátima hospital
The hospital implemented a refurbishment programme for its 
wards, including new lighting, to combine a modern appearance, 
relaxing atmosphere and greater patient well-being. Patient rooms 
are clinical areas that require specialised functional lighting for 
medical examination as well as lighting designed for patient comfort 
and reassurance. A specially-designed bed-head unit with Celino 
luminaires and Zadora LEDs meets both clinical and patient needs, 
and also provides a variety of switching and signalling options.

Vigo, Spain
Architect: Incodesa

Product solutions:
Celino, Zadora MASTER LED 

save
up to

60%

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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Creating ‘natural’ hospital office lighting
Daylight is never constant. It changes in 
intensity over the course of the day and the 
seasons, affecting our emotions, moods, 
perception and performance. Most of these 
changes are gradual transitions that we only 
perceive at a subconscious level, but they 
influence our biological rhythms and the 
patterns of our daily lives. Bringing these 
dynamics indoors creates ‘natural’ lighting that 
stimulates and inspires those working there.

PowerBalance Daylight control 
OccuSwitch09. Feel productive

Hospital offices
Good office lighting design addresses different aspects of light. Artificial lighting can 
play a significant role in improving the healthcare experience by creating a relaxed 
or uplifting ambience. Light can improve our sense of emotional well-being.

DiVoCare
Munich, Germany

Philips lighting controls enable you to create 
‘personal light’ and ‘dynamic ambience’. 
‘Personal light’ allows individuals to control 
the lighting to suit their preference. ‘Dynamic 
ambience’ controls the ambient lighting 
in an entire room. It animates the space 
by varying the character of the light over 
time, for example by changing light levels 
and colour temperature according to a 
programmed scenario. In addition, by using 
the new PowerBalance LED luminaires and 
OccuSwitch controls, good office lighting can 
be achieved in the most energy-efficient way.

Hospital offices solution

SmartForm LED
eW Cove 
Powercore

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting product overview, page 73
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DiVoCare
DiVoCare in Munich is one of the most advanced radiology and 
healthcare centres in Europe. The combination of office design 
and flexible light enhances the modern image of the practice and 
creates a pleasant, adaptable atmosphere that improves the sense 
of well-being for staff. 

Munich, Germany

Product solutions:
AmbiScene, Strato lighting panels, LEDline2

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting

“Light can help to create 
a pleasant atmosphere.”
Dr Richard Westhaus, DiVoCare
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Fundación Jiménez Díaz
Jiménez Díaz Foundation is a university hospital in Madrid. To 
realise the architect’s vision of “light surfaces”, SmartForm recessed 
light beams and suspended luminaires were installed with stylish, 
rimless covers. SmartForm provides a comfortable ambience with 
good light quality and even distribution. An attractive solution with 
less glare that’s more comfortable for patients and staff.

Madrid, Spain
Architect: Jorge Sanchez

Product solutions:
SmartForm recessed and suspended lightbeams, Celino suspended, TBS 460 
Opal, TBS411 Opal and battens

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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www.philips.com/healthcarelighting product overview, page 73

Asklepios (bollard)
Metronomis

Dynadimmer

10. Feel safe
Outdoor areas and parking
The walk from the car park to the hospital entrance often takes visitors along a path or walkway across a piece of 
open ground such as a small park or garden. Here, marker lights can provide guidance, while subtle illumination of 
trees and other features can help to create a pleasant and inviting ambience.

Montpellier hospital
Montpeiller, France

Outdoor areas and 
parking solution

CitySpirit LED

Lighting your parking facilities is essential 
to make them feel safe and welcoming. But 
parking zones that need lighting 24 hours 
a day can waste precious energy. Making 
sustainable, energy efficient choices will have 
a big impact on your energy bills and the least 
impact on the planet.
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Asklepios Clinic St. Georg
The Asklepios Clinic in St Georg, Hamburg decided to renovate 
the area outside the clinic to ensure it appeared welcoming. At the 
same time they also saved on costs by switching to energy efficient 
lighting with CitySpirit LED luminaires.

Hamburg, Germany

Product solutions:
CitySpirit Indirect LED

save
up to

50%

www.philips.com/healthcarelighting
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“More than ever, hospitals are focussing on patient 
satisfaction and a people-centric approach to healthcare. 
I can help you to achieve the right lighting balance to 
meet the needs of patients and medical professionals. 
With our innovative lighting solutions you can transform 
your complete hospital experience, saving energy and 
enhancing your clinical reputation.”

Find out more at: www.philips.com/healthcarelighting

Product 
overview
Philips has a complete range of lighting 
solutions for every hospital application or 
lighting requirement.

Find out more at:
www.philips.com/catalog

01. Façades

DecoFlood
• High-performance floodlight, aesthetic luminaire designs
• Extensive range of lamps
• Wide range of accessories, maximum flexibility

iColor Graze  
• Colour (changing) accent highlighting, wall washing
• Every 30cm section can be individually controlled
• Slim form

eW Blast Powercore
• High performance with over 1,600 lumen output
• Superior fixture consistency, static or tunable white light
• Energy-efficient solution for flood lighting

eW Burst Powercore
• High-intensity white light in neutral and warm white
• Saves up to 80% energy
• Easy to install and efficient to manage with Powercore®

eW Graze Powercore  
• Linear LED surface light for wall washing and grazing
• Tunable from warm to cool white light
• Superior fixture consistency with Optibin®

ColorReach Powercore
• Unparalleled light output
• Unique split design to support diffuser combinations
• Compatible with industry-leading controls
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05. Examination rooms

TBS424 cleanroom
• For environments that demand high level of cleanliness
• Easy-to-install, easy-to-clean lighting solution
• Can be installed without being opened

Fugato Full Metal
• Fixed downlight for general lighting
• Optimum performance with compact fluorescent lamps
• LED version enables up to 50% energy savings

eW Cove Powercore
• High-performance tunable white light
• Create different ambiences during the day
• Compact and flexible, fits in small spaces

Derungs examination light BGS600
• Changeable colour temperature
• Dimmable with excellent color rendering
• Energy efficient LED technology

Dynalite (push buttons)
• Create the perfect ambience for the activity
• Consistent user interface for all ambient functions
• Energy savings without compromising guest experience

04. Waiting rooms

Rotaris
• Based on innovative TL5 circular lamp
• Choice of direct or indirect light distribution
• Complete range of luminaires

PowerBalance
• Low energy consumption, long life
• High energy efficiency (Smart Pyramid Optics)
• Optic design complies with office norms

LuxSpace
• Great light quality
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install
• Save even more with OccuPlus

TurnRound Square
• Water resistant LED downlights 
• Can be used in wet environments 
• Offers very substantial energy and maintenance savings

ToBeTouched (RGB)
• Easy to use and programme light settings
• Stylish design
• Easy installation

MASTER LED lamps
• Radiates light in all directions
• Unique, dimmable 60W incandescent replacement
• 100% retrofittable, energy class A

03. Corridors

SmartForm LED
• Ultra-flat luminaires with LED light source
• Combines best-in-class lighting with a distinctive design
• Provides the ideal solution for every situation

LuxSpace
• Great light quality
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install
• Save even more with OccuPlus

StyliD
• Wide range and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

DaySign (wall) 
• Inspiring design
• Sustainable solution
• Excellent visual comfort

CoreView
• Save up to 10% on energy costs
• Investment pays back within 1 year
• 12,000 hours service lifetime on EM gear

MASTER TL5 Xtra/Xtreme
• Up to 28% less energy consumption 
• Long life of 19,000 hours

02. Entrance and shops

Celino LED
• Miniaturisation and architectural integration in one design
• Optimum visual comfort and efficiency
• Can be connected in a linear arrangement

DayZone
• Inspiring design
• Sustainable solution
• Excellent visual comfort

Rotaris
• Based on innovative TL5 circular lamp
• Choice of direct or indirect light distribution
• Complete range of luminaires

LuxSpace
• Great light quality
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install
• Save even more with OccuPlus

StyliD
• Wide range and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

eW Cove Powercore
• High-performance tunable white light
• Create different ambiences during the day
• Compact and flexible, fits in small spaces

06. Imaging rooms

DayZone
• Great light quality
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install
• Save even more with OccuPlus

SmartForm LED
• Ultra-flat luminaires with LED light source
• Combines best-in-class lighting with a distinctive design
• Provides the ideal solution for every situation

LuxSpace MR 
• Great light quality
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install
• Save even more with OccuPlus

iColor Cove
• High-intensity light for alcoves and accents
• Dynamic effects, saturated colours
• Continuous streams of light to achieve curves

StyliD micro
• Wide range and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

Dynalite (touch screen)
• Create the perfect ambience for the activity
• Consistent user interface for all ambient functions
• Energy savings without compromising guest experience

07. Intensive care & 
operating theatres

TBS424 cleanroom
• For environments that demand high level of cleanliness
• Easy-to-install, easy-to-clean lighting solution
• Can be installed without being opened

Savio
• Stylish design and optimum performance
• Uniform and comfortable brightness impression
• Dynamic Lighting to feel energised during the day

SmartForm
• Top performance optics, optimal efficiency/comfort
• For a wide range of ceiling types
• Great design with an excellent finish

Fugato Full Metal
• Fixed downlight for general lighting
• Optimum performance with compact fluorescent lamps
• LED version enables up to 50% energy savings

MASTER TL5 HO (High Output) 90
• High colour rendering for examination purposes
• High light intensity
• Energy efficient

08. Patient rooms

Savio
• Stylish design and optimum performance
• Uniform and comfortable brightness impression
• Dynamic Lighting to feel energised during the day

StyliD
• Wide range and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

LuxSpace
• Great light quality
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install
• Save even more with OccuPlus

iColor Cove
• High-intensity light for alcoves and accents
• Dynamic effects, saturated colours
• Continuous streams of light to achieve curves

Derungs reading light BGS610
• Energy efficient and less maintenance
• Glare free reading light
• Hand warm housing due to efficient cooling

09. Hospital offices

SmartForm
• Top performance optics, optimal efficiency/comfort
• For a wide range of ceiling types
• Great design with an excellent finish

PowerBalance
• Low energy consumption, long life
• High energy efficiency (Smart Pyramid Optics)
• Optic design complies with office norms

DayWave
• Unique breaktrough LED-based design
• Creates natural shifts in the lighting ambience
• Delivers a uniform, high level of visual comfort

LuxSpace
• Great light quality
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install
• Save even more with OccuPlus

StyliD
• Wide range and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

ToBeTouched
• Easy to use and programme light settings
• Stylish design
• Easy installation

10. Outdoor areas and 
parking

CitySpirit Bollard
• Smooth lighting for urban and residential areas
• Driver-controlled constant light output, also dimmable
• Future-proof, upgradable LED technology

Mini Stealth 300 LED
• Extremely efficient white light luminaire
• Illuminate large areas with direct and/or indirect light
• Good balance of horizontal and vertical light levels

Koffer2 LED
• Efficient road lighting solution, upgradable to LED
• Constant light output functionality
• Smooth light perception

SpeedStar LEDGINE
• Efficient road lighting solution, upgradable to LED
• Constant light output functionality
• Smooth light perception

Pacific LED
• Robust waterproof luminaire
• High-quality white light
• Excellent beam control, minimise glare

Dynadimmer
• Easy to install in existing lighting
• 5 dimming levels for additional energy savings
• Stand-alone solution
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